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By Timothy Zahn

Baen. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 416 pages. Dimensions: 6.7in. x
4.1in. x 1.2in.ORIGINAL TRADE PAPERBACK New York Times 1 best-selling author Timothy Zahn
continues his Cobra SF adventure series with the latest entry in a new Cobra saga, Cobra Rebellion.
Cobra warriors: technologically enhanced and implanted with an arsenal of covert weaponry fight
against alien foes and evil humans. Book One of the Cobra Rebellion Saga, and a new entry in New
York Times 1 best seller Timothy Zahns legendary Cobra series. Cobras: technologically-enhanced
warriors bred to fight an alien menace no ordinary human can withstand. At the center of action on
Cobra world Aventine: the legendary Moreau clan. In times of war, the Cobras are necessary, yet in
times of peace they are often reviled by those they have saved. Now the Cobras have resisted a
second invasion of the alien Troft forces, and forced the Troft to a stalemate -- and even converted
some thoughtful Troft into uneasy allies against their kin. Yet all is not well in the human sector of
the galaxy. A supposed sister empire, the Dominion of Man, threatens the Cobra worlds with what
is, in effect, enslavement, as it moves...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth buying. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Rhiannon Steuber-- Rhiannon Steuber

Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke
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